
“For decades, easy-to-ride upright bicycles have been 
the standard for two-wheel transportation all over the
world. And now they are making a comeback in
North America.” - Target Guest, Commuter, Physical Therapist

“If the cycling industry is compared to the automotive industry
there would be a majority of sports and racing cars compared
to family cars. We need to do what marketeers have done to
cars: promote the upright bike as sexy, exciting and cool
for all.” - Target Guest, Bike Maker, Lecturer

Policy changes in bicycle friendly business districts
Bicyclist carry less, but shop much more often. They spend more!

55% commuters are women
Netherlands 24% commuters are women

United States

piloting dedicated bike lanes in
Portland, Memphis, San Francisco, Chicago, Austin and Washington

Uniform Vehicle Code, reflectors 
are required  “any time when 
visibility is not sufficient to render 
clearly discernible any person or 
vehicle on the highway at a distance
 of 1,000 feet.” 

Lights are required in the following states:
NY, California, Florida, Arizona, Wisconsin, 
Texas, Montana, Minnesota to name a few

70% Commute by bike

Copenhagen

OpenStreet Initiative has launched in 80 cities from 11 in 2005.

60% 
concerned about
street safety

94% prefer to ride
away from street

1.3 % of trips in US

2 % of trips in Canada

14 % of trips in Germany

25 % of trips in Holland

59% 1 mile or less

85% 3 miles or less

of all trips 73% is Car  vs. 1.8% biked

of all trips 60% is Car vs. 3% biked

14 % since 2007 100% 
Change in large cities
230% Portland
225% Milwaukee
160% Columbus

125% Minneapolis
105% Chicago
105% St. Louis

OVER
since the 2000 Census
Bike Commuting has increased43 % 

36 % since 2005

It’s about function

Pumps Target currently carries tend to be very difficult to use. It 
actually feels like you might break the pump if you keep going up to 
your desired pressure.  I've experienced this myself and heard several 
other people say the same thing. Additionally the pumps Target has 
been selling have a cheap plastic adapter.  Its easy to lose that 
adapter and just makes for a poor experience for a family that has 
both types of valve stems on their bikes.  - Target Guest, RedTalk 
User

At a minimum the product must work

Better quality stand pumps with Universal heads

“I don’t not see any bike(s) at Target
that I can ride in the city. None of them
have baskets.” -Target Guest, Returning Cyclist 

City and Neighborhood bicycles are not
racing or mountain bikes. The accessories
should reflect fashion and style of the rider.

97% Bike accessories in 
magazines highlight
trend and fashionable design

100% Photo spreads are about
fashion and style and then
finally about the bike

How we ride

We commute

BIKE SHARES AND BFB

Po
li
cy

575,000 trips since 2010 in Minneapolis

All Trips

People who already ride bikes
Freedom to experience the city in a new way

When riding in the City*

US Cities are copying what works

23% 

25% 
Increase in bike riding since 2000

16-34 yr olds 

Then

Now

MillennialsWho is riding bicycles

Average American Drove 6% less60%
33% 

7%
0.5% 

Enthused and confident 
Strong and Fearless

No way
Interested, but concerned 

*Portland, 2010
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